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I
Clare Sansburn
Department of English, Language and Literature
Eastern Michigan University
612 Pray-Harrold
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
February 21, 2015
Dear Outstanding Teaching Award Selection Committee:
Thank you for considering my application for the Outstanding Teaching Award from the First Year
Writing Program at EMU. There are so many excellent teachers in this program; it will be difficult to
narrow the winners to three. Toward that goal, I present some background information to aid you in
your difficult decision.
Upon graduating from the University of Michigan, I earned my first teaching job as a member of Teach
For America, teaching 8th grade Communication Arts in Harlem, New York. Armed with naiveté and
passion (a lot of content knowledge and a little pedagogical knowledge), I plunged into teaching,
embracing the philosophy that every child deserves an equal opportunity to an excellent education.
Over the years, TFA has changed the wording of this vision, but this vision is the foundation of my
pedagogical practices to this day. Each day, I commit to providing an excellent education to each of my
students at EMU. I work very hard to understand them as individuals with different needs, strengths
and difficulties. I am inspired to work with them to help them move ahead in this world. I invest in my
students, perhaps in a way that some have never experienced before. I care about them as people and
as scholars.
My C.V. is not impressive in terms of research, publications or conference attendance. In fact, it has
been over ten years since I have been to a conference or published any of my own writing. I
understand this weakness in my application. Though I am not personally contributing to the
scholarship, I do make time to research, write and stay abreast of current trends, movements and
issues in the teaching of writing by reading relevant books and journals, scouring the academic
databases, talking with friends at other universities, and attending author readings and lectures when I
am able. Taking charge of my own professional development has always been important to me.
It is important to note here, that in addition to teaching in the EMU First Year Writing Program, I work at
the EMU University Writing Center as the satellite coordinator and consultant for the UWC online; I
present workshops at K-12 schools in southeast Michigan through the Family Writing Initiative as part
of the Eastern Michigan University Writing Project; I consult as a copy-editor for an international
organization, the Business Architecture Guild; I am on the editorial board of this prestigious guild, and, I
serve as the Managing Editor of their flagship publication, with over sixty authors, A Guide to the
Business Architecture Body of Knowledge™ (BIZBOK® Guide). On top of that, I am heavily involved
with volunteer commitments in my community, including, but not limited to serving as the PTO president
of my children’s school. Though unpaid, the work that I do as a volunteer is very important to me.
But, out of all the jobs I do, the most important to me is teaching at EMU. I will never forget the
conversation I had with Russ Larson who was the department head when I decided that teaching at
EMU was my dream job. I emailed Russ to set up an appointment to meet with him; he obliged, and I
proceeded to tell him about why he should hire me to teach at EMU. He proceeded to tell me sweetly
that there were no job openings at EMU. I said, okay, thank you; when there are, call me because I am
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the person for the job. Sure enough, days before the semester started, Russ contacted me to see what
I would come up with for a plan for teaching English 121. Literally, overnight, I drafted an entire
semester’s worth of curriculum, assignments, syllabi, etc. and emailed Russ. Apparently, he liked what
he saw because I have been teaching here happily ever since. My life has changed drastically since I
started at EMU, but my resolve never waivers; I know that EMU is the best place for me to teach, that I
am meant to do the work I am doing, and that I am contributing positively to the world by helping EMU
students become better writers. I am so incredibly thankful every day to have the job that I have.
To earn the Outstanding Teaching Award from the First Year Writing Program at EMU would be an
amazing honor. I am thankful to even have the opportunity to apply. If you have any questions about
my application or would like any additional materials for review, please email me
at cgallaghe1@emich.edu.
Regards,

Clare Sansburn
.
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II
Clare Sansburn’s Teaching Philosophy
My teaching philosophy is very simple – inspire students to care about their writing. Once they care
about their writing, my job becomes very easy. Then we get to play.
On day one, I begin to establish a mentor/mentee relationship with students, introducing myself to each
individually and welcoming them to English 121. I emphasize all semester that English 121 is a
foundational course for them to discover who they are as writers, students, thinkers, and members of
larger communities. We talk about how everything is grounded in context -- that the social, physical,
historical, critical, political, and spiritual spheres in which we are located all work together to define who
we are. Fully understanding these definitions is what helps us to stake our claims as writers. It is much
easier to write when we have a grounding as to where we are coming from and where we are going.
Even though I have been teaching for close to twenty years now, every semester I do one of the major
projects alongside my students. I never want to lose the pulse of what it is like to struggle with writing. I
think it is important to engage with the assignments from the student’s perspective to make sure that all
the instructions are clear, that the expectations are appropriate and that the end result is something of
value. I pick a new topic and research along with them, write the drafts, and experience the deadlines
just as they do. I show them my drafts and honestly look at what is working and what isn’t. I believe
this modeling is a distinguishing element of my teaching. It builds confidence in the students to know
that writing is a process and not about perfection. Writing is about thinking, exploring, manipulating and
enjoying words and their power. It’s about teaching people to see things from your vantage point -- to
entice readers to care about what you care about. I think that if students see writing in this way then
they regain their motivation to become better writers. Semester after semester, I see amazing results
with students who are vested in their writing.
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III
Clare Sansburn
3552 Barry Knoll Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
cgsansburn@gmail.com
people.emich.edu/cgallaghe1

734.663.0527 (h)
734.663.0527 (fax)
734.904.2941 (c)

Teaching Experience: University
Part-time Lecturer, Eastern Michigan University
Department of English Language and Literature, Ypsilanti, MI, Fall 2002 – Summer 2005; Fall 2010 present
Full-time Lecturer, Eastern Michigan University
Department of English Language and Literature, Ypsilanti, MI, Fall 2005 – Summer 2007
Courses taught at Eastern Michigan University:
• Creative Writing 201
Introduction to Creative Writing
• Literature 101
Fiction
• Literature 102
Poetry
• English 121
Composition II: Researching the Public Experience
• English 225
Intermediate Composition: Writing in a Changing World
• English 323
Writing in the Professional World
• English 328
Writing, Style and Technology
Part-time Instructor, Washtenaw Community College
Department of English/Writing, Ann Arbor, MI, Fall 2002 – Spring 2003
Course taught at Washtenaw Community College:
• English 091
Writing Fundamentals

Writing Center Experience
Satellite Coordinator and Writing Consultant, University Writing Center
Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, MI, Fall 2013 – present
• Lead consultant for UWC Online satellite (2014-present) and Pray-Harrold UWC satellite (2013-14),
creating monthly reports for deans (2013-14)
• Collaborated with other satellite coordinators and UWC director to guide vision of the UWC
• Consulted with first year through graduate students face to face and online

Teaching Experience: Community
Presenter, Family Writing Institute – Eastern Michigan University Writing Project
Ypsilanti, MI, Winter 2013 – present
• Traveled to Southeast Michigan area schools, conducting family writing workshops with students from
Kindergarten through high school and their family members

Professional Writing and Editing Experience
Managing Editor, Business Architecture Guild
Ann Arbor, MI, October 2014 – present
• Served on Editorial Board, making decisions about all guild publications
• Edited whitepapers
• Managed documents and revisions for flagship publication with over sixty international authors
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Copy Editor, Business Architecture Guild
Ann Arbor, MI, November 2011 – Present
• Copyedited industry flagship publication, BIZBOK® Guide: A Guide to the Body of Knowledge of
Business Architecture™, Versions 2.0 – current
Educational Consultant, Business Architecture Guild
Ann Arbor, MI, May 2014 - present
• Consulted with clients to enable them to effectively write a certification exam
• Met weekly with subject matter experts to translate their content knowledge into valid, appropriate and
clear exam items
NCS Pearson, Inc
Ann Arbor, MI, Winter 2010 - present
• Distributed Scorer, NCS Pearson, Inc., Educational Measurement Division (Testing programs: AIMS
High School Writing, AIMS Grade 5 Writing)
Educational Testing Services
Ann Arbor, MI, Fall 2007 – Present
• Online Rater, Educational Testing Services (Testing programs: GRE, CAHSEE, CSU EAP & CELLA)

Committees and Academic Activities
Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, MI
• Member, English 328: Writing, Style and Technology revision committee, Winter 2006 – Winter 2007
• Associate Director, Writing Across the Curriculum, Fall 2004 – Winter 2005
• Elected Member, Lecturer Committee, Winter 2005 – Summer 2007
• Member, English 323: Writing in the Professional World revision committee, Winter 2005
• Member, Ad Hoc Evaluation Committee, Spring 2004 – Summer 2007
• Member, English 225 Pilot Curriculum Committee, Winter 2003 – Winter 2004

Publications
•
•
•

•
•
•

“Inside the House.” The Huron River Review. Issue 2. Winter 2003.
“To observe, to direct, we offer.” Pittsburgh City Paper. 1-8 May 2002.
“Speak for the Words.” Associated Writing Programs Pedagogy Papers. Eds. Kathleen Ripley Leo and
Amy Sage Webb. March 2002.
“The Poem That Got Me.” The Poetry Calendar 23.10 (June 2000): 5. (Solicited contributor for this NYC
poetry magazine)
“Sitting on 7’ x 7’ tiles near track 9 in Penn Station.” www.webdelsol.com.
3rd issue. 1999. (Solicited contributor for this online poetry magazine)
“Certifiable.” Bright Lights. Teach For America 3.12 (August 1996): 4.

Invited Readings
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guthrie’s Tavern Reading Series, affiliated with the M.F.A. program of The Art Institute of Chicago.
Reading: May 2, 2002.
Pittsburgh public radio poetry program, Prosody. Recorded poem for Line Breaks.
“To observe, to direct, we offer.” Line Breaks: Prosody. WYEP, Pittsburgh. Rec. 17 November 2001.
Fuel and Fuddle Reading Series, affiliated with the M.F.A. program of the University of Pittsburgh.
Readings: October 11, 2001 and April 4, 2002.
Hemmingway’s Reading Series, affiliated with the M.F.A. program of the University of Pittsburgh.
Reading: January 30, 2001.
Reading Between A & B, NYC reading series. Readings: February 7, 1999 and May 15, 1999.
The Ear Inn Reading Series, NYC reading series. Readings: September 26, 1998, January 9, 1999, and
March 11, 2000.
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Education
M.F.A., Creative Writing: Poetry
April 2002, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
Bachelor of Arts, dual degree -- English Language and Literature & History of Art
April 1995, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
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IV
Composition II: Researching the Public Experience
English 121, Section 76, T/Th 9:30 – 10:45 am, 414 Pray-Harrold, Fall 2014
Instructor: Clare Sansburn
Office Hours: PH-424 – Th 10:45-11:45 am and by appointment
cgallaghe1@emich.edu
website: http://people.emich.edu/cgallaghe1/
734.663.0527 (home)
English 121 General Education Effective Communication Course Rationale
In English 121, EMU students develop the foundation for writing, research, and critical thinking
strategies that they will use throughout their college careers and in the workplace. Writing is both a
means of communication, and a tool for developing new ideas. Good writers are flexible. They know
how to assess the expectations of a variety of audiences with whom they want to communicate and
how to draw on or develop different writing strategies to meet those expectations. Good writers also
understand that different kinds of writing have different conventions, and they can move fluidly between
those conventions. English 121 students develop these strategies that are key to effective
communication throughout the course. Students write between 50-70 pages of draft work and between
20-30 pages of polished, final-draft work during the course of the semester, and that work is supported
and directed by frequent feedback from the instructor.
Course Description:
In this course we will grapple with difficult concepts and create complex, multi-dimensional writing
projects. These large projects are broken down into concrete, manageable steps – steps that you can
use in future academic or personal writing. The goal is to build a foundation to help you become a
successful, college-level writer, researcher and thinker.
Students who successfully complete English 121 should have a greater understanding of themselves
and their surroundings due to critical thinking, reading, and writing about these subjects. In order to
accomplish these objectives, students will practice contemporary, creative, and traditional approaches
to writing, reading, observing and reflecting.
Each student will complete five major projects in this course: a visual argument; a persuasive letter; a
research essay; a project for the celebration of student writing (CSW); and a final portfolio. In
completing the projects, students will explore the questions: What are effective ways to research and
write toward understanding a concept or individual? What are effective methods for crafting an
argument? How do we make our writing engaging, thorough, relevant, polished and thought-provoking?
This class is a workshop -- a cooperative venture that I'll guide, but which will require your full mental
and physical participation every day. You can expect me to encourage you to develop the great ideas in
your writing. In my comments, you can expect me to be supportive, and to provide you with the kind of
feedback that helps you think about how you'd like to develop your work. We'll work together on
activities that will help you develop your ideas and analyses and collect evidence from a variety of
sources for them.
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Course Outcomes:
Outcomes are expectations that are set for all students taking a course. All assignments throughout the
semester are tailored to these outcomes to help students practice these importance skills and work
toward mastery.
Principles + WRTG121
Outcomes
Rhetorical performance
Research process
Style conventions
Multimodal design
Reflective interaction

Description
You will have enacted rhetoric by consciously constructing persuasive texts.
You will have practiced different research methods, which includes
analyzing and using sources and developing primary research.
You will have developed awareness of conventions of academic research
processes, including documentation systems and their purposes.
You will have composed using digital technologies, gaining awareness of
the possibilities and constraints of electronic environments.
You will have shared your work with your instructor, peers, and/or the
university community and accounted for the impact of such interaction on
composition.

Course Grading:
Total Number of Points = 300
Participation = 100 points
A perfect “Participation” grade can be achieved by attending every class; turning in every assignment
completely, accurately and on time; showing your intellectual engagement with the material by verbally
participating in every class; and thoughtfully completing written assignments in every class.
Major Writing Projects = 30 points per project x 3 projects = 90 points
A perfect “Major Writing Projects” grade can be achieved by submitting three superior writing projects,
which include the preparatory work done in and out of class for each essay. (Visual Argument,
Persuasive Letter, Site/Culture Research Essay)
Final Portfolio = 100 points
A perfect “Final Portfolio” grade can be achieved by submitting 20-30 pages of superior, thoughtful,
engaging revised writing at the end of the term.
Celebration of Student Writing Project = 10 points
A perfect “Celebration of Student Writing Project” grade can be achieved by creative, diligent
contribution to your individual, group, or class project (TBD). Students participate in the Celebration of
Student Writing in lieu of taking a final exam for this course.

Letter
Grade

Percent
Grade

4.0 Scale

30 Point
Assignment

20 point
Assignment

10 Point
Assignment

A

96-100

4

30-29/30

20/20

10/10

A-

90-95

3.7

28/30

19/20

9/10

B+

87-89

3.3

27/30

18/20

5 point
Assignment
5/5

9

B

83-86

3

26-25/30

17/20

B-

80-82

2.7

24/30

16/20

C+

77-79

2.3

23/30

C

73-76

2

22/30

15/20

C-

70-72

1.7

21/30

14/20

D+

67-69

1.3

20/30

D

63-66

1

19/30

13/20

D-

60-62

0.7

18/30

12/20

E/F

Below 59

0

17/30

8/10

4/5

7/10

3/5

6/10

2/5

5/10

1/5

Participation:
Departmental policy:
"Students enrolled in English Department classes are expected to participate in daily interactive
activities. They will, for example, routinely discuss reading assignments, write in class on impromptu
topics, participate in collaborative activities, or engage in peer review of drafts. Students who miss
these activities regularly cannot reasonably make them up. As a result, students who do not participate
regularly should expect to receive lower grades in the course, and students who miss more than the
equivalent of two weeks of class should consider withdrawing and taking the class in a future semester.
Students who know that other commitments will make it impossible to attend at certain times (early
mornings, nights, Fridays) should enroll on classes that do not meet at these times." (Passed March 27,
1997)
For this course, this means: If you miss 5 or more classes, your grade will be considerably affected. If
you miss 1-4 classes, the onus is on you to contact me and to complete and turn in the assigned work
on time. Whether or not you come to class, the assignment is due. Therefore, you must find an
alternate way to turn in your assignment (such as email or delivery by a friend to me in class or in my
mailbox before class begins).
Missing five or more classes (for whatever reason) is considered excessive. In addition to your grade
being lowered for not completing the in-class work when absent, if you exceed the four absences, your
final course grade will be lowered one-half grade per absence after the original four, e.g. a B with five
absences will become a B-; a B with six absences will become a C+.
Arriving Late or Leaving Early:
Neither practice is acceptable.
At the beginning of class each day, we will go over the assignments for the following class.
Clarifications and changes may be made at this time. This is information you will not want to miss.
Also, all assignments are due at the beginning of class. If you arrive to class more than 15 minutes
late, your assignment will be considered late and the below-listed ramifications apply. If you arrive late,
you will be marked ½ absent. (See absence policy above.)
Leaving early will cause you to miss important material and assignments. If you leave early, you will be
marked ½ absent. (See absence policy above.)
Late Work:
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You are allowed one late assignment regardless of whether or not you are absent. If you turn in the
late assignment at the beginning of the next class, you will not be penalized (no points will be taken off)
for this late assignment.
If, however, the assignment is not turned in by at the beginning of the next class, you will fail that
assignment. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to bring your course grade up to passing level with a failing
grade averaged in; I recommend that you avoid this risk.
Other than this one, no extensions are granted.
If you are having difficulty understanding the expectations of the assignment or completing the work,
contact me right away with your questions. This way we can figure it out together before it is too late
for you to complete the work on time.
If you think extreme extenuating circumstances apply to you, you may contact me in advance to
discuss, perhaps we will be able to work out a reasonable exception to this policy on an individual
basis.
Computer problems are not extreme extenuating circumstances. Assume that you will run into
computer problems, and factor that assumption in when you are scheduling time to work on your
assignment.
Assignment Format:
Everything that you turn in to me must fit the following formatting requirements:
• Double spaced and typed.
• Heading on the upper left corner of the first page:
Your Name
My Name
English 121:76
Assignment
Date
• Number your pages in the upper right corner in the header with your last name and the page
number.
• 1 inch margins all around.
• You may choose any font, but the font size must be either 10 pt or 11 pt.
Academic Integrity (Plagiarism):
Plagiarism is serious. It is theft of ideas. People work very hard to come up with pithy thoughts,
brilliant research, wise insights, etc. It is not fair for someone else to take these thoughts and pass
them off as his/her own.
We will spend class time discussing proper citation and attribution of ideas and words. Because of this,
and because of the fact that I believe that each of you is capable of coming up with your own beautiful
ideas and words, plagiarism will not be tolerated in this course.
If you intentionally plagiarize, you will receive a failing grade for the assignment. You will likely fail the
course and be reported to the Office of Student Affairs for the university to take disciplinary action
against you.
I am sure that none of us would like to be involved in this worst-case scenario. Therefore, you must
make every effort to properly cite the sources you use in your writing. Ask me if you have any questions
about how or when to do so.
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You may also consult Writing in Action by Andrea Lunsford or OWL – Purdue University Online Writing
Lab “Research and Citation Resources” pages (http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/); both
articulate thoroughly simple ways to ensure that you do not plagiarize.
Classroom Conduct
Students are expected to abide by the Student Conduct Code and assist in creating an environment
that is conducive to learning and protects the rights of all members of the University community.
Incivility and disruptive behavior will not be tolerated and may result in a request to leave class and
referral to the Office of Student Judicial Services (SJS) for discipline. Examples of inappropriate
classroom conduct include repeatedly arriving late to class, using a cellular telephone, or talking while
others are speaking. You may access the Code online at www.emich.edu/sjs.
Respect
Some of the readings and ideas we will discuss in class are controversial, and all writing at some level
is personal. Our writing is a representation of ourselves. It is of the utmost importance that our class
fosters a healthy writing community where we all provide support and encouragement for each other –
where we focus on how to achieve goals rather than critiquing attempts. We don’t have to agree with
one another all the time, but we must show respect to one another in our actions and words all the time.
Field-Based Research
In this class we will be conducting both library research (e.g., using academic databases) and fieldbased research (e.g., observing members in a community). Research that you conduct outside of the
classroom/library – observation, interviews, and other interactions (e.g., surveys, photographs, and so
on) – must be conducted safely. You cannot do research on or participate in any illegal activities. Your
data must protect the privacy and confidentiality of your research subjects (for example, you cannot use
their names without their permissions), and can only be used within the context of our class.
Writing/Learning Support:
The University Writing Center (115 Halle Library, 734-487-0694, http://www.emich.edu/uwc) offers oneto-one writing consulting for both undergraduate and graduate students. Students can make
appointments or drop in between the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Mondays through Thursdays and
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Fridays. The UWC opens for the Fall 2014 semester on Monday, September
8 and will close on Thursday, December 11.
The UWC also has several satellite locations across campus (in Owen, Marshall, Pray-Harrold, and
Mark Jefferson). These satellites provide writing support to students in various colleges and programs
across campus. Satellite locations and hours can be found on the UWC web site:
http://www.emich.edu/uwc
The Academic Projects Center (116 Halle Library) also offers one-to-one writing consulting for students,
in addition to consulting on research and technology-related issues. The APC is open 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mondays through Thursdays for drop-in consultations. Additional information about the APC can be
found at http://www.emich.edu/apc.
Students seeking writing support at any location of the University Writing Center should bring with them
a draft of what they are working on and their assignment sheet.
Another place you can visit for writing assistance is the Holman Success
Center, http://www.emich.edu/hsc/, located on the ground floor of Halle Library. Like The Writing
Center, they have consultants who can help you with your work in this course (and many others).
Through the Holman Learning Center, it's also possible to work with a consultant on a long-term,
regular basis. If I think your work would benefit from working with a Holman consultant, I'll let you know.
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It is my goal that this class be an accessible and welcoming experience for all students, including those
with disabilities that may impact their learning in this class. If anyone believes they may have trouble
participating or effectively demonstrating learning in this course, please meet with me (with or without a
Disability Resource Center (DRC) accommodation letter) to discuss reasonable options or adjustments.
During our discussion, I may suggest the possibility/necessity of your contacting the DRC
(http://www.emich.edu/drc/, 240 Student Center; 734-487-2470; drc@emich.edu) to talk about
academic accommodations. You are welcome to talk to me at any point in the semester about such
issues, but it is always best if we can talk at least one week prior to the need for any modifications.
There are several regulations that F and J International Students are required to follow to maintain
the appropriate status. If you are an international student and have questions about these regulations,
please contact the Office of International Students, 229 King Hall 487-3116.
Required Materials:
1. All English 121 students are required to buy the customized text bundle. The two books together
cost $66, which is less than the one book assigned in previous years. You may only purchase
these at the EMU bookstore.
• Understanding Rhetoric: A Graphic Guide to Writing by Elizabeth Losh, Jonathan Alexander,
Kevin Cannon and Zander Cannon
• Writing in Action by Andrea Lunsford
2. A flash/usb/thumb drive
3. A folder in which to keep your papers and handouts
4. A notebook, loose leaf paper, tablet or laptop for your in- and out-of-class writing
5. Printing/copying costs for printing your writing assignments
A Note on Computer and Internet Use:
Much of the work (in and out of class) will be done online, researching, writing, etc. Please acclimate
yourself to EMU’s campus computing centers if internet access from home is not consistently available.
For a list of EMU computer labs, their locations, and hours of operation,
see http://www.emich.edu/it/help/labs.php. Here is a list of campus printing
kiosks, http://printing.emich.edu/index.php/print-kiosks. And, here is the guide to wireless printing at
EMU, http://printing.emich.edu/index.php/home.
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V
Date

Homework

4-Sep

In Class Activities
(no homework due) Introduction to Course

9-Sep

"Backpacks vs. Briefcases: Steps toward Rhetorical
Analysis" by Laura Bolin Carroll and “How to Read
Like a Writer” Mike Bunn

Discuss Reading, Introduce Individual
Reading Project, Writing Activity

11-Sep

Individual Reading Project -- Proposal Due

Introduce Visual Argument, Writing
Activity

16-Sep

Understanding Rhetoric "Program Guide" and
“Introduction: Spaces for Writing” -- Bring both texts +
IRP text to class

Discuss Reading, Writing Activity

18-Sep

NO CLASS

23-Sep

Understanding Rhetoric “Chapter 1: Why Rhetoric?”-Bring both texts + IRP text to class

Discuss Reading, Writing Activity

25-Sep

Visual Argument Draft Due

Peer Review

30-Sep

Visual Argument Due

Reflection, Present Visual Arguments,
Introduce Letter Project

2-Oct

Understanding Rhetoric “Chapter 2: Strategic
Reading”-- Bring both texts + IRP text to class

Discuss Reading, Writing Activity

7-Oct

Understanding Rhetoric “Chapter 3: Writing
Identities”-- Bring both texts + IRP text to class

Discuss Reading, Writing Activity

9-Oct

Understanding Rhetoric “Chapter 4: Argument Beyond
Pro and Con”-- Bring both texts to class

Discuss Reading, Writing Activity

14-Oct

Letter Draft Due

Peer Review

16-Oct

Letter Due

Reflection, Present Letters, Introduce
Site Culture Research Project

21-Oct

Understanding Rhetoric “Chapter 5: Research: More
than Detective Work”-- Bring both texts + IRP text to
class

Discuss Reading, Writing Activity

23-Oct

Understanding Rhetoric “Chapter 6: Rethinking
Revision” -- Bring both texts + IRP text to class

Discuss Reading, Writing Activity

28-Oct

Individual Reading Project -- Group A

Group Discussion, Writing Activity,
Presentations

30-Oct

Individual Reading Project -- Group B

Group Discussion, Writing Activity,
Presentations

4-Nov

Individual Reading Project -- Group C

Group Discussion, Writing Activity,
Presentations
14

6-Nov
11-Nov

(no homework due) Work on Site Culture Research Essay
Site Culture Research Draft Essay Due

13-Nov

CONFERENCES

18-Nov

CONFERENCES

Peer Review

20-Nov

Site Culture Research Essay Due

Group Discussion, Writing Activity,
Presentations, Introduce CSW and
Final Portfolio

25-Nov

CSW Proposal Due -- Sunday, November 23rd by
5pm

Work on CSW and Final Portfolio

27-Nov

NO CLASS THANKSGIVING

2-Dec

CSW Work Due TBD

Prepare for the CSW

4-Dec

CSW Work Completed

Set up CSW -- Class Meets in EMU
Student Center Ballroom

4-Dec

4-5:30

Celebration of Student Writing -Attend Event

9-Dec

Final Portfolios Draft Due

Discuss CSW, Peer Review

11-Dec

Final Portfolios Due

Reflection

16-Dec

(no homework due) Final Portfolios Returned
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VI
Composition II: Researching the Public Experience
English 121, Section 76, T/Th 9:30 – 10:45 am, 414 Pray-Harrold, Fall 2014
Instructor: Clare Sansburn
Office Hours: PH-424 – Th 10:45-11:45 am and by appointment
cgallaghe1@emich.edu
Website: http://people.emich.edu/cgallaghe1/
734.663.0527 (home)
Visual Argument Instructions – 30 points
Due: This project is the first major project of the semester. Check the syllabus for due dates.
Contents: The visual argument portfolio will include: Proposal, Draft, Peer Review, Final, Reflection
Description: Have you ever seen a public service announcement, youtube video, magazine
advertisement, cartoon, comic strip, poster, infographic that has influenced you to open up your thinking
– to view things differently? In your visual argument, you are free to be as creative or “by the book” as
you want to create a combination of image and text that reveals your position on an issue in education.
You may choose to create any visual/textual genre/form that is appropriate for your content, purpose
and audience (e.g., create your own youtube video, comic strip, cartoon, psa, magazine advertisement,
flyer, infographic, etc.). We will look at many samples in class to spark ideas to help you create your
own visual argument.
Purpose:
The purpose of the visual argument is to persuade your audience of college students to see an issue
related to education from your vantage point and to believe your key points as evidenced in the text.
Process:
• Choose a topic that is related to education (e.g., standardized tests, bullying, first generation
college students, rising costs of college tuition, home schooling, struggles of being a nursing
major, lbgtqa support groups in high school, cutting, band, public school vs. private school vs.
charter school, student athletes, etc.).
• Think about questions that you have about the effectiveness, problems, influences, key factors
for success, etc. related to your topic.
• Define a very specific argument on an issue within your topic that you want to make.
• Decide how you will combine image and text to create your argument. What genre/form will
best convey your ideas to reach your audience and achieve your purpose?
• To persuade your audience, you will employ rhetorical strategies of logos, pathos, ethos to
appeal to your audience’s sense of logic, emotion and/or morals.
Proposal Requirements:
1. A c. one-page explanation of your interest and personal connection to your chosen
issue/topic/argument related to education.
2. A c. one-page researched background about the issue itself. Here, your goal is to educate your
reader on the argument and its cultural/historical/social/economic context and significance.
3. A list of questions that intrigue you about the issue and that you will explore as you research and
create your visual argument
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4. MLA citations are required
Visual Argument Requirements:
1. Create an original, persuasive visual argument (it could be a comic strip, magazine ad, infographic,
etc.) that clearly articulates your position on an issue related to education.
2. Rhetorical appeals and understanding of the context/timing of the argument/issue should be
evident.
3. MLA citations are required in a Works Consulted page.
Reflection Requirements:
Write your responses to the following questions:
1. What was the most interesting thing you learned from creating your visual argument?
2. What did you like best about your visual argument?
3. What do you think others would think was the most valuable part of your visual argument?
4. If you had more time/energy, what would you change about your visual argument?
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The proposal clearly explains
WHAT issue in education will
be argued.
1 point possible

The proposal clearly explains WHY
the author is interested in this
argument and the personal
connection to/experience with the
subject.
1 point possible

The proposal clearly explains
the plan for HOW the
argument will be made.
1 point possible

Engaging, original,
appropriate research is
included.
1 point possible

Draft includes primary and
secondary research.
2 points possible

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate, and
paragraphs are unified.
1 point possible

Total

Rubric is completed.
1 point possible

Total

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate, and
paragraphs are unified.
1 point possible

Total

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate, and
paragraphs are unified.
1 point possible

Total

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate, and
paragraphs are unified.
2 points possible

Total

Proposal
5 points

Draft is complete.
2 points possible
Draft
5 points

A note is written after the text that
explains what is working well, what
could be added, and what could be
Thoughtful comments are
written throughout the text.
revised.
2 points possible
2 points possible
Peer Review
5 points

Reflection is complete,
answering all assigned
questions.
2 points possible

Reflection demonstrates thoughtful
understanding of the writing.
2 points possible

Reflection
5 points

Rhetorical appeals to logos, pathos
The visual argument makes a and/or ethos are conspicuous in the
clear argument (takes a
text. The context for the argument Visual and textual components
position) on an important
is clear and consideration of kairos
work together to create a
issue related to education.
(timing/context) is evident.
powerful statement.
2 points possible
2 points possible
2 points possible

Engaging, original,
appropriate research is
included.
2 points possible

Final
10 points
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VII
Composition II: Researching the Public Experience
English 121, Section 76, T/Th 9:30 – 10:45 am, 414 Pray-Harrold, Fall 2014
Instructor: Clare Sansburn
Office Hours: PH-424 – Th 10:45-11:45 am and by appointment
cgallaghe1@emich.edu
Website: http://people.emich.edu/cgallaghe1/
734.663.0527 (home)
Letter Instructions – 30 points
Due: This project is the second major project of the semester. Check the syllabus for due dates.
Contents: The letter portfolio will include: Proposal, Draft, Peer Review Rubric, Final, Reflection
Description: In your letter, you will continue to explore the issue related to education that was
presented in your visual argument. You will write a researched, persuasive letter to a key stakeholder in
regards to the issue. If, for example, you researched bullying in elementary school, you could write to a
principal to argue for change in the bullying problem in your elementary school or you could write to the
bully or the individual who was bullied, parents of all children in the school, etc. There are many
options, and the audience you choose will determine both the style and the content of the
writing/argument you create. We will look at many samples in class to spark ideas to help you create
your own letter.
Purpose:
• The purpose of the letter is to persuade your audience to see an issue related to education from
your vantage point and to believe your key points as evidenced in the text. To do so you will
demonstrate rhetorical awareness to create a compelling and effective argument in letter form.
As you write, you will work on the integral skills of weaving multiple voices of research fluidly
into your writing as well as establishing your ethos/credibility as a source for information.
Process:
• Take the research you have conducted for the visual argument and create a new argument in
letter form.
• Choose a specific audience (stakeholder) to speak to in your writing.
• Think about questions that you have about the effectiveness, problems, influences, key factors
for success, etc. related to your stance on the topic.
• Define a very specific argument that you want to make.
• To persuade your audience, you will employ rhetorical strategies of logos, pathos, ethos to
appeal to your audience’s sense of logic, emotion and/or morals.
Proposal Requirements:
1. A one-page explanation of both your interest and personal connection to your chosen audience as
well as a researched background about the audience -- To whom are you writing and why?
2. A list of key points/facts/messages (grounded in research) that you plan to convey in your letter –
What are your main points?
3. An explanation and rationale of the style or rhetorical strategies you will apply – Will the letter be
personal? political? rely heavily on logos or pathos? etc. Why are you choosing this style?
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4. A list of outcomes that you hope to achieve by writing this letter – What should/will the reader do
after reading the letter?
5. MLA citations are required
Letter Requirements:
1. Create an original, persuasive letter (about 3-4 pages long) that clearly addresses a specific,
significant stakeholder, articulates your position on an issue related to education, and seeks a
response/result/action from the stakeholder.
2. Rhetorical appeals and understanding of the context/timing of the argument/issue should be
evident.
3. MLA citations are required in a Works Cited page.
Reflection Requirements:
Write your responses to the following questions:
1. What was the most interesting thing you learned from creating your letter?
2. What did you like best about your letter?
3. What do you think others would think was the most valuable part of your letter?
4. If you had more time/energy, what would you change about your letter?
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The proposal clearly explains
WHAT issue in education will
be argued.
1 point possible

The proposal clearly explains The proposal clearly explains
to WHOm the argument is
the plan for HOW the
directed, including specific argument will be made, which
research on this target
approach will be taken based
audience.
on the analyses of models.
1 point possible
1 point possible

Engaging, original,
appropriate research is
included.
1 point possible

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate, and
paragraphs are unified.
1 point possible

Total

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate, and
paragraphs are unified.
2 points possible

Total

Proposal
5 points

Draft is complete.
2 points possible

Draft includes primary and
secondary research.
2 points possible

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate, and
paragraphs are unified.
1 point possible

Total

Rubric is completed.
1 point possible

Total

Draft
5 points

A note is written after the text
that explains what is working
well, what could be added,
Thoughtful comments are
written throughout the text.
and what could be revised.
2 points possible
2 points possible
Peer Review
5 points

Reflection is complete,
answering all assigned
questions.
2 points possible

Reflection demonstrates
thoughtful understanding of
the writing.
2 points possible

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate, and
paragraphs are unified.
1 point possible

Total

The letter a clear argument
(takes a position) on an
important issue related to
education.
2 points possible

Rhetorical appeals to logos,
pathos and/or ethos are
conspicuous in the text. The
context for the argument is
clear and consideration of
kairos (timing/context) is
evident.
2 points possible

The letter digs deeply into the
details of the issue, using
specifc evidence from
personal experience or wellanalyzed research.
2 points possible

Engaging, original,
appropriate research is
included.
2 points possible

Reflection
5 points

Final
10 points
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VIII
Composition II: Researching the Public Experience
English 121, Section 76, T/Th 9:30 – 10:45 am, 414 Pray-Harrold, Fall 2014
Instructor: Clare Sansburn, cgallaghe1@emich.edu,
Website: http://people.emich.edu/cgallaghe1/
Office Hours: PH-424 – Th 10:45-11:45 am and by appointment,
734.663.0527 (home)
Site/Culture Research Instructions – 30 points
Due: The final site/culture research essay is due the class period after our conferences. Check your
syllabus for the exact date.
Contents: The site/culture portfolio will include: proposal, draft, peer review rubric, final essay and
reflection.
Description
For this research project, you will choose a specific place (and a specific culture of people within that
and determined by that place). For example, you may choose to research Music Education majors in
the Alexander building or patrons of the Ugly Mug or people in a certain subset in your hometown, e.g.,
Cheerleaders from Westside High School, etc. The place you choose could also be a virtual place, like
George Takei’s followers on Twitter, etc. In your essay, you will describe and analyze multi-media
representations of the site/culture you have chosen to study -- images, artifacts, interviews, media
coverage, etc. All these records will serve as data for you to try to figure out what the priorities of this
culture are – what defines them – as well as how insiders and outsiders understand this culture. You
will use lines of inquiry to investigate specific aspects of the culture and try to get to the heart of the
culture to reveal to the reader a “true” understanding of the site/culture. Use this project as an
opportunity to investigate and learn deeply about a culture that is important to you or someone you
know (e.g., research people from your hometown neighborhood, your friend’s dance group, the
customers at your workplace, people in your dorm, etc.).
Purpose
The purpose of the essay is to educate others on the inner-workings, the beliefs, the lifestyles, and the
milieu of the culture you have chosen to study.
Proposal Requirements
1. A vivid physical description of the place you are studying (photos and descriptive text will work well
here)
2. An explanation of what/who you want to write about and why (explain your personal connection to
this subject)
3. A list of questions that intrigue about the place itself (e.g., its history, its struggles, its achievements,
its reputation, …)
4. A list of questions about the people who inhabit/populate that place
5. A list of direct quotations from secondary research from reliable sources about that place (e.g., the
census bureau, the official website of that place, local news media, demographic data, etc.)
6. MLA citations are required
Essay Requirements
1. 8-10 pages double-spaced, 10 or 11 point font
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2. The essay will be a thesis-driven, non-fiction essay that attempts to educate others on the
place/culture you have studied this semester.
3. You will describe and question how that place is defined by insiders and outsiders, what it is to be a
member of the culture you have defined, how the artifacts/multi-media representations/images of
the culture accurately or inaccurately reveal important information about the culture, and your own
biases as an observer of this culture
4. Based on your research and writing preferences, you will determine whether the story of the
site/culture is best told as an expository, argumentative/persuasive essay, descriptive essay,
narrative essay or a combination of these types. No matter what style, all essays will include
significant research and analysis and synthesis of ideas presented.
5. In this essay, you will include research from primary and secondary sources of the following ilk:
a. quotations and/or images from scholarly research
b. descriptions and/or images from field research
c. quotations from personal interviews
6. MLA citations are required throughout the essay and Works Cited page
Reflection Requirements
Write your responses to the following questions:
1. What was the most interesting thing you learned from creating your site/culture research essay?
2. What did you like best about your site/culture research essay?
3. What do you think others would think was the most valuable part of your site/culture research
essay?
4. If you had more time/energy, what would you change about your site/culture research essay?
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The proposal articulates
WHAT specific culture of
people in which specific
context/environment you will
be researching. Included is a
physical description of the
place and/or
images/screenshots of this
environment
(WHERE/WHEN).
2 points possible

The proposal clearly explains
WHO you are researching in The proposal clearly explains
what context (WHERE/WHEN), WHY you are interested in
including specific questions
researching these people in
The proposal includes a list of
that you are looking to
this context/environment
engaging direct quotations from
including your personal
investigate about the people
reliable secondary sources
connection to, history with,
about the people and
and specific questions about
the envrionment/context.
and knowledge of this topic.
environment.
2 points possible
2 points possible
2 points possible

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate;
paragraphs are unified, and
MLA citations are accurate.
2 points possible

Total

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate;
paragraphs are unified, and
MLA citations are accurate.
2 points possible

Total

Proposal
5 points

Draft is complete.
2 points possible

Draft includes primary and
secondary research.
2 points possible

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate;
paragraphs are unified, and
MLA citations are accurate.
1 point possible

Total

Rubric is completed.
2 points possible

Total

Sentences are grammatical;
ideas are organized;
punctuation is accurate, and
paragraphs are unified.
1 point possible

Total

Peer Review Draft
5 points

A note is written after the text
that explains what is working
well, what could be added,
Thoughtful comments are
written throughout the text.
and what could be revised.
1 point possible
2 points possible
Peer Review Rubric
5 points

Reflection is complete,
answering all assigned
questions.
2 points possible

Reflection demonstrates
thoughtful understanding of
the writing.
2 points possible

Reflection
5 points

The research essay digs deeply Research is well-analyzed and
The research essay makes a into the details of the culture, integrated, woven fluidly into
The research essay is
clear argument (takes a
using specifc, engaging,
purposefully organized with
the text using the ICE
position) that attempts to
fluid transitions, topic
(Introduce, Cite,
original, appropriate evidence
define a particular culture. A
sentences, and signposts that
Explain/Expand/Evaluate…)
from personal experience,
conspicuous, crafted thesis
primary and secondary
method and following the two- lead the reader through the
times rule.
statement frames the essay.
research.
arguments.
2 points possible
2 points possible
2 points possible
2 points possible
Final
10 points
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IX
Essay Presentation Instructions
Description
Because writing and research are public acts, and because learning how to discuss/present your
research and ideas is an essential skill for succeeding in academia (and the world outside the
university), you will choose one of the major projects (Visual Argument, Letter or Research Essay) and
present your research to the class. The presentation will be brief (about three minutes) and will include
a class discussion led by you.
Goals
• To help you practice translating your extensive research and writing into palatable, intriguing
discussion points to educate, enlighten, intrigue and inspire others to think deeply about a
subject that is important to you.
• To learn from others’ perspectives about the work you are doing – to gain insight from other
viewpoints and contexts that you may or may not have considered to this point in your research
and writing.
Options for Presenting
• You may stand in front of the class and talk.
• You may sit in a discussion circle and talk from your seat to the group.
• You may use PowerPoint slides/images/props/handouts, etc. if you want, but there is no
requirement to do so.
• If you are uncomfortable presenting to the class, you may present to me in office hours class on
or before the day the presentation is due.
Requirements
The requirements of the presentation are as follows:
1. One page outline, double-spaced, 10 or 11 point font or three PowerPoint slides outlining the
talking points for your presentation
2. Approximately three minute presentation/discussion of a key finding in your research
3. At least one prepared, intriguing discussion question to engage the audience
4. Audience interaction through discussion and/or an activity
5. No draft is due
6. Final copy is due on the date you turn in your essay
Good luck! Have fun! Write well!  Clare
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English 121 – Sansburn
Points
Possible

Essay Presentation Grading Rubric
Criteria Assessed

1

clear, engaging voice

1

asks a valuable question/involves the audience

2
2

Points Earned

substantive content that teaches the audience something
new/important
distinctive introduction, body and conclusion to the
presentation as well as useful transitions to facilitate the flow
of ideas

Total – 6
possible
Comments:
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X
Celebration of Student Writing
Due: The project is due the class before the CSW – check your syllabus for the exact date
Contents: Writing and research prepared to engage a public audience at EMU (TBD)
Point Value: The CSW project is worth 15 points – almost the same amount as an entire Long Essay
Project
“…what is it? The Celebration of Student Writing is a phenomenon! Described objectively, it is the culminating
event for many sections of ENGL 121. For the Celebration, students create projects based on the research work
they’ve conducted throughout the semester. Less objectively, it is an exciting, loud, vibrant event where students,
faculty, administrators, and staff spend time looking at and talking about writing and the fabulous work done by
students in English 121.
What kinds of projects can students do? Celebration projects should be linked to students’ research work for
the term. But there’s no one model or format for projects – every term, students get more creative!”
For more information, visit: http://www.emich.edu/english/fywp/csw.php
Goals
The main goal of participating in the Celebration of Student Writing is to develop further your skills according to
the course composing outcomes and learning process outcomes. You will learn to adapt your work to an
interactive format for a public audience. This skill is necessary for many careers, e.g., academic careers, teaching
careers, business careers, etc. Having the ability to research, write, and present your findings to a larger audience
will help to make you a marketable individual.
Options
What’s really nice about the CSW is that you have a lot of freedom to decide how and what your project will be,
what research questions you will explore, in what format you will present your information, if you will work alone or
in groups, etc. You are the arbiter of your work, and that is very exciting. Obviously, there’s not a whole lot of time
to create new work for this conference, and that is not the goal. The goal is to enhance and translate your
previous work into a palatable project for presentation.
Celebration of Student Writing Email Proposal Due via Email – check your syllabus for the exact date
Think carefully about a project idea that you would like to do for the CSW. Send me a brief email proposal
describing the following four elements.
1.Theme/Topic 2.Purpose 3.Plan 4.Final Product
Example:
1. Theme/Topic – What (Who) are you? Where do you come from? Where are you going?
2. Purpose – Since English 121 revolves around the themes of culture and identity, we’d like to provide examples
of our explorations of the themes of identity, origins and projections for the future. We’d also like to use this topic
to showcase our interviewing skills that we practiced in this course.
3. Plan – Each student in the class will write a one paragraph response to each of the three questions.
We will divide the class up into teams – 3 groups will create a poster board – one per question with a collage of
images and excerpts from the paragraphs, some will create a video that has students interviewing each other in
response to questions related to identity and culture; some students will write interview questions to conduct live
interviews with CSW attendees asking questions related to identity and culture.
4. Final Product/s – projection of Gauguin’s painting, 3 poster boards, video and live interviews
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SE8 – Reflection on CSW – Due: The class after the CSW – check your syllabus for the exact date
1. What exactly did you do for your CSW project and why?
2. What did you think of your work that you contributed to the CSW? Did it display your best work? Was it well
received by the audience? Did it look polished and professional? Were you happy with it?
3. What did you think of the CSW itself? Did you like other projects from our class?
4. Describe, in vivid detail, another project that you enjoyed from outside our class. What was intriguing about it?
Why did you like it? What did it offer in terms of critical reading? critical thinking? research? writing skill? etc.
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XI
Final Portfolio Instructions
Due:

December 16th (You may turn them in early if you like.)

Contents:

Reflection (c. 1-2 pages)
Introduction (c. 1-2 pages – new writing)
Revisions of all three major projects (visual argument, letter, site/culture research essay)
(including works cited pages with each project or at the end for the whole document) (c.
15-20 pages)
Conclusion (c. 1-2 pages – new writing)
The original graded writings that you revised (including original grading rubrics)

Packaging/Presentation
Your final portfolios will be turned into your manila folders, the same as all your project portfolios. You
do not have to buy a binder or page protectors or anything like that. If you would like to submit your
portfolio digitally, that is an option. You will need to create a folder (titled Your Name Here’s Final
Portfolio) in our course google drive shared folder and include all the required documents. See me for
details.
Theory of Re-vision
Adrienne Rich in “When We Dead Awaken: Writing as Re-Vision” defines “Re-Vision” as, “[T]he act of
looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new critical direction”
(Bartholomae and Petrosky 604). In your portfolios, follow Rich’s direction and look at the texts you
have written throughout the semester and revise them using the art of "re-vision."
In your “re-visions” you should not only attend to the suggestions and editing remarks that I have made
on your papers, but you should rethink the ideas you originally presented. The revisions should not
merely be the same paper with fewer errors in technique. (Although, you will need to correct the
punctuation, MLA citations, etc.)
You are encouraged to take the original projects and change them dramatically. Redo them according
to specifications you determine (e.g. page length, ideas incorporated, etc.). You know, now, many
strategies for good writing. Make strong choices to enhance the original writing, to bring it to a higher
level of writing quality.
It is very difficult to go back to one’s own writing and alter it. Think carefully about these re-visions.
Goals
There are three overarching goals for the portfolio:
1. Improve the quality of your earlier writings using the skills you have acquired throughout the
semester. You will return to your writings and expand areas of analysis, dig deeper into issues
raised, exclude obvious or unoriginal aspects, enhance the transitions and flow of the writing, and
refine the technique.
2. Make independent decisions as to the content and style of your writing projects. This includes
lengthening or shortening the writing to focus on the intriguing aspects, infusing creative elements
or personal connections if you choose, tailoring the ideas to your own critical perspectives and
interests.
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3. Demonstrate your achievement of the course outcomes.
•
•
•
•
•

ENGL/WRTG121: Composition II: Researching the Public Experience Course Outcomes
Rhetorical performance
-> You will have enacted rhetoric by consciously constructing
persuasive texts.
Research process -> You will have practiced different research methods, which includes
analyzing and using sources and developing primary research.
Style conventions -> You will have developed awareness of conventions of academic
research processes, including documentation systems and their purposes.
Multimodal design -> You will have composed using digital technologies, gaining awareness
of the possibilities and constraints of electronic environments.
Reflective interaction -> You will have shared your work with your instructor, peers, and/or
the university community and accounted for the impact of such interaction on composition.

Reflection
Your reflection will describe your process as you created and revised these texts. You will read your
own work like a writer, looking back at the work you did all semester long and think about the choices
you made as a writer and the effects of those choices.
In this reflection, you will also draw connections between the work you have produced this semester
and the course outcomes. You will need to provide specific examples of specific reading, writing and
research activities you conducted to give evidence for your conclusions.
Therefore, the reflection will include the following.
•

For each outcome, you will explain the work you did this semester to achieve that outcome, and
you will note the specific changes you made to your portfolio versions to work on improving your
skills in that specific outcome area. (i.e., To achieve the multimodal design outcome, I created a
survey using google forms as part of my site culture research essay. To improve my work for
the final portfolio, I went back to the original survey modified the following questions … “).

We will write these reflections in class the day you turn in your portfolios, but it is a good idea to think in
advance about how you will answer these questions. The final portfolio reflection requires evidencebased, thoughtful, thorough writing. If you think it will be better for you to prepare this reflection outside
of class, you are welcome to bring in a completed reflection the day the portfolio is due. We will,
however, have the whole class period to work on the reflections so you are not required to do the
reflection outside of class.
Introduction
Your introduction will serve two purposes: provide an overview of the project goals, contents, purpose,
and scope, and lure the reader to engage with the ideas that interest you. Consider the introduction to
be an opportunity for you to show/define/describe/articulate your values, priorities, and interests as a
writer. This is a persuasive piece that should emit the passion you feel about your topic/theme and
writings. You should clarify your research question/s, and explain its/their significance to your reader,
as well as let the reader know what s/he is about to encounter on a journey of discovery into the culture
you studied. Be sure to intrigue the reader -- convince him/her that it will be enriching to read on. Here
are guiding questions to consider when writing your introduction.
•
•
•

What is interesting or original about your portfolio?
What research question/s is/are explored in the works? Why?
What is your argument/opinion about the ideas presented?
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•
•

How would you describe your writing/ideas and their place in history or relevance to work beyond
your portfolio?
What does the reader need to know about these writings before reading them?

Revised, polished, high-quality writing
You have a considerable amount of latitude in designing your portfolio. You will not have specific
restrictions as to the number of quotes or images, sources, etc. that you need to include in the writing.
A heavy portion of your grade, however, is based on the quality of your research processes and
incorporation of research so you will need to demonstrate your prowess in this area.
Original graded writings (including grading rubrics)
These original graded essays will just be placed in the same order as the revised essays the back of
your portfolio as an appendix. Include the grading rubrics that I filled out for you in front of each essay.
Conclusion
Your conclusion is an author’s statement. It is about you as a writer, thinker, scholar and person. The
ideas are shaped by the writings you did this semester in English 121, but you are not limited to the
scope of ENGL 121. Who you are is much more than just who creates these ENGL 121 assignments.
Use this author’s statement as an opportunity to teach us about you and how you view the world. Here
are guiding questions to consider when writing your conclusion.
•
•
•
•

Who are you as an individual? a writer? a researcher? a critical thinker? a scholar? a student?
How would you put all these elements together to describe your identity? your culture?
What inspires, influences and motivates you? How does your writing reflect these influences?
What have you discovered or confirmed about your self, your ways of seeing the world, your
understanding of your own identity vs. the identity of others, etc.? Recall and describe specific
incidents from this class as well as from outside this class that describe these discoveries of
moments of confirmation of belief.

Assessment
Your final portfolios are worth 100 points out of 300 total points for the total course grade. Grades will
be assessed according the English 121 portfolio rubric provided. If you do not submit a complete
portfolio on time, you will not pass the class.
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Final Portfolio Rubric -- 3 points = Achieved, 2 points = Developing, 1 point = Needs Improvement, 0 points = Not present in the final portfolio
All the grading criteria is based on the ENGL 121 course outcomes (http://www.emich.edu/english/fywp/outcomes.php), Sansburn's four tenets of good writing (have something interesting to say, control the message, amplify
diction, vary sentence structure), and meeting the requirements outlined on the final portfolio instructions.

Rhetorical Performance: The reflection
displays accurate and thorough
understanding of this outcome. The
reflection clearly explains the specific
work that was done toward improving
the rhetorical performance of the
writings in the final portfolio revisions.
3 points possible

Style Conventions: The
reflection displays accurate
Research Process: The reflection
displays accurate and thorough
and thorough understanding of
understanding of this outcome. The this outcome. The reflection
reflection clearly explains the specific clearly explains the specific
work that was done toward
work that was done toward
improving the style
improving the research process of
conventions of the writings in
the writings in the final portfolio
the final portfolio revisions.
revisions.
3 points possible
3 points possible

The author has something interesting
to say in the introduction: The writing
engages the audience through
persuasive and carefully crafted
writing including amplified diction,
and attention to logos, pathos and
ethos. The text demonstrates
rhetorical awareness: has a clear
purpose, a clear argument, a targeted
audience, and a clear understanding of
the context or occasion for which this
text is written.
3 points possible

The author controls the message in
he introduction: The writing is
organized logically, the sentences are Sentences are grammatical;
punctuation is accurate;
carefully crafted, paragraphs are
unified, transition and topic
sentence structures are varied;
sentences guide the reader through MLA citations and format are
the argument. There is a targeted
accurate, and the guiding
audience and the writerly choices are questions are explored in the
appropriate for said audience.
introduction.
3 points possible
3 points possible

Reflective Interaction: The
reflection displays accurate
Multimodal Design: The reflection
displays accurate and thorough
and thorough understanding of
understanding of this outcome. The this outcome. The reflection
clearly explains the specific
reflection clearly explains the
specific work that was done toward work that was done toward
improving the reflective
improving the multimodal design of
interaction of the writings in
the writings in the final portfolio
revisions.
the final portfolio revisions.
3 points possible
3 points possible

Total

Reflection
15 points

Total

Introduction
9 points
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Research Process: The writing digs
Rhetorical Performance: The writing deeply into the topic using specific,
engaging, original, appropriate
engages the audience through
evidence from personal experience,
persuasive and carefully crafted
primary research and secondary
writing including amplified diction,
research. The research is welland attention to logos, pathos and
analyzed and integrated, woven
ethos. The text demonstrates
fluidly into the text using the ICE
rhetorical awareness: has a clear
(Introduce, Cite,
purpose, a clear argument, a targeted
Explain/Expand/Evaluate...,etc.)
audience, and a clear understanding of
the context or occasion for which this method and following the two-times
rule.
text is written.
3 points possible
3 points possible

Reflective Interaction: The final
Style Conventions: Sentences Multimodal Design: Digital, textual, portfolio version of the visual
are grammatical; punctuation audio, video, and/or print media are argument demonstrates that
sharing, discussing, and
is accurate; sentence structures
used effectively to inform the
reflecting on previous
research and writing of the final
are varied; MLA citations and
iterations of this project
visual argument. The visual
format are accurate; and, the
informed refinements that
argument demonstrates facililty
message is controlled through
manifest in an improved final
with composing in a digital
strategic organization, smooth
transitions and logical flow.
enviroment.
version.
3 points possible
3 points possible
3 points possible

Total

Research Process: The writing digs
Rhetorical Performance: The writing deeply into the topic using specific,
engaging, original, appropriate
engages the audience through
evidence from personal experience,
persuasive and carefully crafted
primary research and secondary
writing including amplified diction,
research. The research is welland attention to logos, pathos and
analyzed and integrated, woven
ethos. The text demonstrates
fluidly into the text using the ICE
rhetorical awareness: has a clear
(Introduce, Cite,
purpose, a clear argument, a targeted
Explain/Expand/Evaluate...,etc.)
audience, and a clear understanding of
the context or occasion for which this method and following the two-times
rule.
text is written.
3 points possible
3 points possible

Style Conventions: Sentences
are grammatical; punctuation Multimodal Design: Digital, textual,
is accurate; sentence structures audio, video, and/or print media are
are varied; MLA citations and
used effectively to inform the
format are accurate; and, the
research and writing of the final
message is controlled through
letter. The letter demonstrates
strategic organization, smooth facililty with composing in a digital
transitions and logical flow.
enviroment.
3 points possible
3 points possible

Total

Revision of Major Project
#1: Visual Argument
15 points

Reflective Interaction: The final
portfolio version of the letter
demonstrates that sharing,
discussing, and reflecting on
previous iterations of this
project informed refinements
that manifest in an improved
final version.
3 points possible

Revision of Major Project
#2: Letter
15 points
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Research Process: The writing digs
Rhetorical Performance: The writing deeply into the topic using specific,
engaging, original, appropriate
engages the audience through
evidence from personal experience,
persuasive and carefully crafted
primary research and secondary
writing including amplified diction,
research. The research is welland attention to logos, pathos and
analyzed and integrated, woven
ethos. The text demonstrates
fluidly into the text using the ICE
rhetorical awareness: has a clear
(Introduce, Cite,
purpose, a clear argument, a targeted
Explain/Expand/Evaluate...,etc.)
audience, and a clear understanding of
the context or occasion for which this method and following the two-times
rule.
text is written.
3 points possible
3 points possible

Style Conventions: Sentences
are grammatical; punctuation
is accurate; sentence structures
are varied; MLA citations and
format are accurate; and, the
message is controlled through
strategic organization, smooth
transitions and logical flow.
3 points possible

Multimodal Design: Digital, textual,
audio, video, and/or print media are Reflective Interaction: The final
used effectively to inform the
portfolio version of the
research and writing of the final
site/culture research essay
site/culture research essay. If
demonstrates that sharing,
images are used as evidence, they
discussing, and reflecting on
are integrated into text using the
previous iterations of this
ICE method. The essay
project informed refinements
demonstrates facililty with
that manifest in an improved
composing in a digital enviroment.
final version.
3 points possible
3 points possible

Total

Revision of Major Project
#3: Site Culture Research
Essay
15 points

The Site Culture Research Essay
Works Cited meets the style
conventions of MLA citation
The VA Works Cited meets the style
The Letter Works Cited meets the
system as exemplified on p.
conventions of MLA citation system as style conventions of MLA citation
system as exemplified on p. 454 of 454 of Writing in Action and as
exemplified on p. 454 of Writing in
Action and as explained in Chapter 10, Writing in Action and as explained in
explained in Chapter 10,
section 49, "MLA style."
Chapter 10, section 49, "MLA style."
section 49, "MLA style."
3 points possible
3 points possible
3 points possible

Total

Works Cited Pages
9 points
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The author has something interesting
to say in the conclusion/author's
The author controls the message in
statement: The writing engages the
the conclusion/author's statement:
audience through persuasive and
The writing is organized logically, the
carefully crafted writing including
sentences are carefully crafted,
Sentences are grammatical;
amplified diction. The text
paragraphs are unified, transition
punctuation is accurate;
demonstrates rhetorical awareness: and topic sentences guide the reader sentence types are varied; MLA
has a clear purpose, a clear argument,
citations and format are
through the argument. There is a
a targeted audience, and a clear
accurate, and the guiding
targeted audience and the writerly
understanding of the context or
questions are explored in the
choices are appropriate for said
occasion for which this text is written.
conclusion/author's statement.
audience.
4 points possible
4 points possible
2 point possible

Total

Conclusion/Author's
Statement
10 points

All three original graded "final drafts"
are submitted in the final portfolio.
3 points possible

All three original grading rubrics
completed by Sansburn are
submitted in the final portfolio.
3 points possible

Total

Original Graded Writings
and Rubrics
6 points

The portfolio introduction and
Thoughtful comments are written
conclusion are complete for peer
throughout the drafts. A note is
review. Some major project revisions written after the text that explains
are prepared to discuss during peer what is working well, what could be
added, and what could be revised.
review as well.
2 points possible
2 points possible

The peer review rubric is
completed.
2 points possible

Total

Portfolio Peer Review
Draft and Rubric
6 points

Total Portfolio Grade
100 points possible

Total Course Grade
300 points possible

Final Letter Grade

Totals
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XII
Clare Sansburn – Sample Homework and In-Class Assignment #1
Explanation of Assignment
•
•
•

•
•

Here is an example of a daily homework assignment and the in-class activities that correspond with it.
This assignment is part of the second major project, which is a persuasive letter about an issue in
education.
The purposes of this homework assignment are many:
o for students to practice annotating texts in useful ways
o to apply understanding of logos, pathos and ethos and identify it in writing
o to look at writing with a specific rhetorical context – a clear audience, a well-defined purpose, an
exigence, a skilled rhetor, etc.
o to examine rhetorical strategies in action and evaluate their effectiveness
o to interact with texts
o to see writing as motivational or impetus to effect change
o to see writing as a reaction to and active participant in the world around us
o to practice reading texts as writers
o to elicit discussion of the conventions, purpose, and value of letter writing
o to think about injustices and how they impact others to connect to their topics of writing about
issues in education (which are usually wrongs that need to be addressed)
o to get students to look at writing both the macro and micro elements of writing (holistically and on
the sentence/word level)
This assignment is pivotal in getting students to care about their writing to make it ally with their passions
and have well-defined purposes.
In class the day the annotations are due, we watch a brief youtube video with a recording of MLK reading
the first part of the letter. Hearing the letter from MLK’s voice after carefully reading it and before
discussing it is an important step in this process. We then engage in small group and large group
discussion of the letters, the students’ annotations, etc., and how these noticings can be applied to their
own writing.

Engl 121 – Sansburn – Letter Readings from http://people.emich.edu/cgallaghe1/English121_Letter.html
Due Thursday 10/9
Print, Read and Annotate MLK “Letter from Birmingham Jail”
1. Highlight/Underline and label where King appeals to logos, pathos or establishes ethos.
2. Mark where King uses research/evidence/data/proof to support his arguments.
3. Notice themes or patterns and mark them in the margins using key words (e.g., maybe you are interested
in examining the biblical references so you could write bible in the margin every time there is a biblical
reference).
4. Write any questions you have about the text or situation in the margins or at the end.
5. Write any comments you have based on the writing style or the content in the margins or at the end.
Read Excerpts from The Letter Q…
1. Think about the various forms/styles these letters take
2. Think about what you would write to your former self
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XIII
Clare Sansburn – Sample Homework and In-Class Assignment #2
Explanation of Assignment
•

•
•

Attached separately as PowerPoint slides is an annotated example of an in class writing assignment.
The notes in the slideshow explain how I teach the concept and walk through the activity with the
students.
This assignment is part of the second major project, which is a persuasive letter about an issue in
education.
The purposes of this homework assignment are many:
o To think about writing as a craft
o To work on sentence and word-level revisions
o To understand the power of word choice and amplifying the nouns and verbs.
o To elicit discussion of what constitutes “good writing”
o To persuade students to attend to word choice as a means of precise and engaging expression of
ideas.
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XIV
XXXX
Professor Clare Sansburn
English 121
15 October 2014
The True Cost of Textbooks

Commented [CS1]: I like your title.

Dear College Students,
It seems as of recently that the cost of college has risen exponentially. Parents and other adults
say it is simply the cost of furthering an education in the modern age, but the ones in college are
physically feeling the crushing economic effects of the cost of furthering their education cry foul at
every turn. Seemingly everything has increased, from student loan rates, tuition costs, room and board,

Commented [CS2]: Let’s discuss options for this
descriptor.

and meal plan prices have all raised over the years, but one thing has risen in price much more than all
the others, and every student has noticed, that is, the cost of college textbooks(Trex). At the beginning of

Commented [CS3]: Be wary of absolutes; they are
easily disproven with just one exception.

every semester, students around the country take to the internet, to their social circles, their friends, and

Commented [CS4]: See me if you have questions
about punctuation with MLA citations.

even their families to complain about how expensive textbooks are, even the books that they get
digitally are seemingly overpriced and feel unfair to the students. Every year professors constantly
require their students to buy the newest and latest edition of a book that they may not even use putting

students do? They are the ones paying for it, it’s not like the students can simply not buy the books; that

Commented [CS5]: I might split this off into another
sentence (you’ll have to modify the text to make it
grammatical) to let the idea that the textbooks go
unused have some space.

would then put their grades in jeopardy potentially costing them more money if they fail the class. We

Commented [CS6]: Consider starting a new paragraph
here.

these students in even further debt as the average textbook costs two-hundred dollars. What can we

students have much more power than we assume,we control nearly all aspects of a college in one way or
another, and have much more say than other influences, the problem is that we tend not to unify as a

Commented [CS7]: Clarify who “they” is.
Commented [CS8]: Actually, students don’t buy books
all the time – it does usually lead to lower grades.
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group. There are a few simple things students can do to lower the cost of textbooks which include asking
bookstores to offer lower rates on rented books from the school as well as asking professors and schools

Commented [CS9]: This sentence is a comma-splice,
meaning commas are used where other punctuation
should be. Check for independent clauses to identify
where to break up or re-punctuate. See me if you have
questions.

to not require the newest editions.
College textbook prices have not only risen since the 1970s but have risen 817% since then. In
contrast the average cost of medicine and medical supplies have risen 575% in the same period of
time.(Spring.) This means that during the late 1970s the average cost of a textbook was about twenty

Commented [CS10]: Good presentation of research

five dollars as opposed to the current average of two-hundred dollars. Many students, and people in

Commented [CS11]: See me if you have questions
about punctuation with MLA citations.

general attribute this rise in cost to many factors. Some defend the cost increase as saying that it does

Commented [CS12]: See if you can figure out the
inflation-adjusted price. See me to explain.

require that much more in factory costs, research costs, and simple labor costs. Others make the same
argument as to why textbooks should be cheaper, citing quicker, more efficient ways of manufacturing,
as multiple research tools to create these books, as well as the publishing companies wanting to make
larger and larger profit margins. There is truth to both sides of the argument. In 2011, Pearson
Publication, a publishing company that makes up for one-third of all textbooks made roughly two-billion
dollars in revenue.(Spring.) They then stated that of the two-billion made, only eighteen million of it

Commented [CS13]: See me if you have questions
about punctuation with MLA citations.

was profit. The problem and reasoning for there being nearly 1.8 billion dollars in losses is because in
2011 Pearson Publication bought about 80 smaller publishing companies giving them the largest market
share compared to any other publishing company. So now the question becomes exactly how much

Commented [CS14]: Cite source

profit do publishing companies make off of books? The average two-hundred dollar new textbook is
broken into percentages as; 15% going to author royalties, 32% going to editorial costs, 5% going into
production costs, 15% going to marketing, 1% towards shipping, 10% going to other costs, and 22% is
profit. Another factor to take into consideration is that this is if a student were to directly buy from the

Commented [CS15]: Cite source

publishing company, when in reality the majority of students buy their textbooks from their college’s

Commented [CS16]: Including this research really
breaks down the concepts for the reader – good
choice!

bookstore or from websites like Amazon. These websites and physical stores tend to mark up their

Commented [CS17]: Consider starting a new
paragraph here.

prices. College bookstores tend to have a markup of 25%, so a textbook that a student buys from a store

Commented [CS18]: Clarify what you mean by “this”
by adding the noun. See me to explain.
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will cost two-hundred and fifty dollars instead of costing them two-hundred dollars, The reason for this

Commented [CS19]: Review subject-pronoun
agreement in this sentence

markup is that most bookstores only reportedly make 5% profit, meaning the bookstores that buy
directly from publishers will pay two-hundred and forty dollars for a two-hundred dollar
textbook.(Jacobs.)

Commented [CS20]: See me if you have questions
about punctuation with MLA citations.

So what can students do about these seemingly insanely overpriced textbooks? Well, there are in
fact a few options to take. One option is that if enough students refuse to buy a specific edition of a
textbook because of how much it costs and instead buy an older edition, eventually the professor will be
required to teach using that book instead of the newer one. This does however, make it hard for
professors because they may have already planned their entire semester around this new book. Students
could also attempt to persuade the publishing companies to lower the cost of their textbooks, but then it
becomes a problem of telling a two-billion dollar company that it should making less money off of its
products, which in some students’ eyes is sensible, but to a company it is economic suicide. The course
of action students, you, should take is this; write to your school, write to your professors departments,
even write to your professors, and ask them to not require a new edition of a textbook every single
semester. Not all departments (such as English, and sciences) would easily be willing to do this as quite
a few departments curriculums change often when new teaching techniques or new information is found.

Commented [CS21]: Read this sentence out loud to
see how you could play with restructuring for clarity.
Consider splitting it up into two or more sentences.
Commented [CS22]: Let’s discuss the move to second
person.

Commented [CS23]: With the wealth of free
information available online or through university’s
subscription databases, it could be argued that some
courses shouldn’t need textbooks at all.

But departments where the subject does not change often, such as mathematics, do not need a new
edition every year. The majority of math textbooks are re-organized yearly and sold as a new edition.
This means that a student could buy a twenty dollar math textbook that has the exact same examples as
the newest edition just in a different order. It is up to students to change what they pay for textbooks,
and the only way to do that is to have an open discussion about what is essential for further education,
do students need the newest edition every year or could they get by without it and instead spend a little
less money on an older edition of a textbook. The average student loan debt is twenty-nine thousand
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dollars, perhaps a percentage of our debt could be alleviated if we, students, the customers, petitioned
their colleges to not require the newest books every semester.

Sincerely,
Commented [CS24]: I like the move here, but I might
signal the connection to overpriced textbooks as your
final word.

Someone In Your Exact Position

Formatted: Left

XXX, Good work on your letter. You state a clear problem and propose some interesting solutions. I would love
to sit down and talk with you more about this topic before you revise for your final portfolio.  Clare
Formatted: Space After: 0 pt
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Commented [CS25]: Work = one source; Works =
more than one source
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Commented [CS26]: No url needed
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Commented [CS27]: Be wary of using a citation
generator. You still need to go back and check the
citations against the textbook to ensure that they are
accurate.
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XV
A note on the “Evaluations”
Until my fall 2014 student evaluations become available, I submit here an “informal evaluation.” In fact,
it was a self-evaluation the students were to complete before we met individually for our midterm
conferences. Although the comments are biased in that the students knew I was reading these and
that we would discuss them in terms of gauging their performance thus far in the semester, I think these
reflections reveal some evidence as to whether or not my teaching methods are working and how
effectively the course outcomes are being understood and achieved. I submit here the google form with
the questions and the responses spreadsheet with the data gathered.
It is significant to note that there were no cases where students reported that they did not understand
the concept/course outcome. I interpret that to confirm that students are well aware of the course
outcomes and the work they are doing to achieve them. From there, it is just an interpretation of
degree of mastery of the outcome, whether the student believes that s/he is still developing that skill or
has achieved mastery by mid-semester.
I have also included one student’s portfolio introduction. To provide a little context in reading this text,
I’d like to note that the student who wrote this introduction is a sit-in-the-back, show-up-most-of-thetime, turn-in-most-of-the-work, “C” average student – a great person who seemed to be just moving
along to get through the semester. When I read this introduction, I felt a huge sense of
accomplishment. In my teaching philosophy, I noted that my main goal as a teacher is to inspire
students to care about their writing. I honestly believe that once that happens, they will do the work
necessary to improve, to seek resources, to invest in required revision, etc. I am thankful for the
opportunity to share this document with you as a testament to my work toward achieving that goal.
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121 Midterm Conferences
Please complete this survey before your midterm conference. We will use this information to discuss your standing in
the class and to set goals for the rest of the semester. If you have any questions, feel free to email
me, cgallaghe1@emich.edu. Regards, Clare Sansburn
*Required
Name

ENGL 121 Course Outcomes -- Rate Your Skills So Far
For the next five questions, you are asked to rate your skills according to each of the ENGL 121 Course
Outcomes. After the description of each outcome, please indicate what you believe your competence is in this
area at this midpoint in the semester. Be honest. We still have plenty of time to work on these skills before the
semester is over.
Rhetorical Performance: You have enacted rhetoric by consciously constructing persuasive texts.*
o
o

Achieved -Developing -- I have some experience with this skill, but I feel I still need work mastering this
goal.

o
Needs Help -- I do not understand this concept.
Research Processes: You have practiced different research methods, which includes analyzing and using
sources and developing primary research. *
o

Achieved -- I have successfully conducted/found and analyzed primary and secondary research
in 121 and feel confident in my abilities to do so in the future.

o

Developing -- I have some experience with this skill, but I feel I still need work mastering this
goal.

o
Needs Help -- I do not understand this concept.
Style Conventions: You have developed awareness of conventions of academic research processes,
including documentation systems and their purposes. *
o

Achieved -- I have created texts that meet expectations of academic research conventions (e.g.
follow MLA format; are crafted with attention to sentence structure, style, tone and content; use
ethical research practices, etc.) in 121 and feel confident in my abilities to do so in the future.

o

Developing -- I have some experience with this skill, but I feel I still need work mastering this
goal.

o
Needs Help -- I do not understand this concept.
Multi-Modal Design: You have composed using digital technologies, gaining awareness of the
possibilities and constraints of electronic environments. *
o

Achieved -- I have composed using digital technologies in 121 and feel confident in my abilities
to do so in the future.

o

Developing -- I have some experience with this skill, but I feel I still need work mastering this
goal.
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o
Needs Help -- I do not understand this concept.
Reflection Interaction: You have shared your work with your instructor, peers, and/or the university
community and accounted for the impact of such interaction on composition. *
o

Achieved -- I have shared and reflected on my work in 121 and feel confident in my abilities to
do so in the future.

o

Developing -- I have some experience with this skill, but I feel I still need work mastering this
goal.

o

Needs Help -- I do not understand this concept.

Self-Assessment of Performance in ENGL 121
Please respond to the following questions based on your honest assessment of your performance thus far in
English 121.
How do you think you are doing in English 121? *

What would you like to improve in regards to your writing skills or process (e.g., ability to develop
ideas, integrate quotations, write thesis statements, MLA citations, punctuation usage, finding research,
etc.) before the semester is over? *

What would you like to improve in regards to your student skills or behaviors (e.g., attendance,
preparedness, attentiveness in class, time management, etc.) before the semester is over? *

Any questions for Clare or specific goals you would like to set for this semester?
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Results for Above-Listed Questions

How do you think you
are doing in English
Timestamp 121?

What would you like to
improve in regards to your
writing skills or process
(e.g., ability to develop
ideas, integrate
quotations, write thesis
statements, MLA
citations, punctuation
usage, finding research,
etc.) before the semester
is over?

What would you like to
improve in regards to your
student skills or behaviors
(e.g., attendance,
preparedness,
attentiveness in class,
time management, etc.)
before the semester is
over?

Any questions for
Clare or specific goals
you would like to set
for this semester?

I think that my writing
has improved in many
ways from being in this
class. The use of
rhetoric is an important
thing to consider when
writing a paper and I
09/11/2014 feel that I can now do
12:09:26 this to my best extent.

I would like to improve my
attentiveness in class. I
do pay attention in every
I personally think I could class however I could
still use help in the area of focus a little more when
research. This research
doing in class writings. My
paper has definitely
mind always seems to
improved my abilities,
drift a little bit rather than
however I still do not feel I being fully focused on the
have mastered this skill. task at hand.

I will hopefully be able
to create a well
written research
paper. This has been
the hardest project for
me so far.

09/11/2014
14:38:38 Great.

Definitely punctuation.
Specifically commas and
semi colans.

not really any of these

No

Seeing that English is
one of my weaker
subjects, I feel I am
doing very well because
I am learning how to
cite my work properly
I would like to learn how
and how to become
09/11/2014 more descriptive in my to develop a thesis and
16:08:34 writing.
conduct better research.

I would like to work on
time management and
attendance. I have missed
two classes which I feel is
unacceptable.

No, but I appreciate
how understanding
she is and how
passionate she is
about her work.

I think I am doing well in
English 121. I feel as if I
have done the best I
can with assignments
and it has reflected with
09/11/2014 the grade I have in the
17:32:49 class.

I believe the only thing I
would be looking to
improve when it comes to
student skills would be
time management. I have
many things on my plate
outside of class and I
don't always make this
class my first priority.
None.

A skill I would like to
improve would be using
correct punctuations in
every sentence and
finding elaborate
research.

I think I'm doing well but
there is always room for MLA citation is the main
09/11/2014 improvement in my
thing I would like to
20:08:59 opinion.
improve.

i would like to improve my
I would love to master
skills and techniques in
writing as a whole.
citing research.

I would like to improve in
finding research and
Based on what I was
incorporating it into my
shown I'm only doing
writing. I would also like to
I want to improve in my
average although I
enhance my ability to to
09/11/2014 though I was doing a lot put what I'm thinking into time management as well
20:15:13 better.
words.
as attendance.

How can I manage to
get a B or higher out
of this class, with only
a month left?
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I'm doing a lot better
than I was in the
beginning. Achieving a
09/11/2014 lot more than I
21:59:11 expected

Just be better over all in
my composition skills

10/11/2014 I think I am doing pretty
18:49:09 well in English 121
MLA citations

preparedness and
attendance

to pass

attentiveness in class

So far, I am pleased
with how I am doing in
English 121. Being a
freshman in college, I
was extremely nervous
for all of my courses but
I feel as though this
class was not only very
informative but helpful
in aspects of other
classes. I've learned so
much about writing and
it's already helping with
my papers in other
classes. I've never been
too confident with my
writing techniques, and
although I still need
improvement, I feel like
I am slowly getting
better and learning
more. I am pleased with
my grade and am
hoping to continue on
10/11/2014 with the grade and only
20:25:39 continue to improve.

I feel as though I can
improve in all aspects of
my writing. Yes, I have
learned a lot already in
this course that have
really taught me more and
enhanced all the topics,
but I believe there is
always room for
improvement. I never
thought I'd be learning
about sentence structure
in college, but surprisingly
enough I needed it and it
helped. I really want to
continue working on
writing a thesis statement,
because I've never been
good nor really
understood how so this is
honestly something new
to me. I am still finding
myself placing
punctuation in wrong
places so there's definitely
room for improvement
there. I want to improve
organizing research.
When doing the site
culture research I found
that handling research
and organizing what I
have is something I need
to practice. Also, learning
the ICE method for
quotations is also
something that will help in
all other classes so I
definitely want to further
practice that.

As a student, I try to give
my utmost respect and
attention to any teacher or
professor. This semester,
I have not missed any of
my classes so I want to
maintain that because I've
learned attendance is
honestly one of the most
important things in
college. I always manage
to complete any work that
is due. I could possibly be
more attentive in class
and plan to participate
more. I rarely raise my
hand in the class because
I tend to get nervous that I
won't have the correct
answer. But I actually
really enjoy class
discussions. I need to
work on time
management, and
possibly planning ahead,
although this semester
I've managed to find time
for all of my assignments
it may not always be that
way so I need to be
proactive and get work
done more in advance.

I don't believe I have
any questions, but I
really enjoy the way
you teach. I actually
enjoy coming to this
class and find it
enjoyable. It's one of
my favorite classes. A
goal I have for this
class is to maintain a
really good grade,
because grades are
extremely important to
me. I also hope to
continue learning
techniques and
furthering and
enhancing what I
already know.

I think I am doing a lot
better than I expected. I
was never really a big
fan of English classes
because Math was
always my favorite and
I want to be an
10/11/2014 Engineer, but this has
20:46:16 been a good

I would definitely like to
improve on my
organizational skills and
my ability to get all of my
thoughts down in a good
sequence on paper.

I still need to improve on
my time management. I
don't know if it's a habit or
what but I sometimes find
myself doing big things
the night before.

Was English always
your thing? When did
you figure out being
an English professor
was your calling?
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experience for me thus
far.
I think I am doing well in
English. The only thing
bringing down my grade
is from being absent.
However I plan on
11/11/2014 bringing it up and doing
09:25:57 all extra credit possible.

I would like to further
increase my knowledge
on MLA citations. That
area is always lacking for
me.

I think I am doing pretty
well in this category. I
would say just keep being
prepared and manage my
time better.

I would like to get better at
putting my research into
I think I've done alright. my essay. The ICE
A lot of my writing
method really helps but
turned out a lot better
sometimes I still feel like I
than I expected it to,
don't add enough and
13/11/2014 even though I still have can't think of anything
10:15:53 more practice to do.
more to add.

I honestly feel like I
managed my time,
attendance, and
attentiveness in class very
well this semester.
Sometimes though there
are days where I just can't
get myself to write no
matter how hard I try.

I would like to improve on
my thesis statement skills
before the semester is
over. That needs serious
help. I would also like to
I think I am doing well in improve on how I
English 121, but I feel
integrate quotations
13/11/2014 like I could be doing
before the semester is
10:20:59 better.
over.

I would really like to
improve on my time
management skills before
the semester is over. That
is an area I've needed to
work on for a while.

I think I'm doing well, I
18/11/2014 like the class and its
09:07:33 teaching me a lot.

I'd like to be able to
integrate quotations a little
better, I want the to fit into
the paper perfectly. Also, Time management, I
I'd like to improve my over always find myself waiting
all wording.
to study or do homework.

I think I am doing O.K
23/11/2014 but not as well as I
19:25:01 would like.

I would like to be able to
write an structured, well
written, paper with
adequate research.

I would like to know
how I'm doing gradewise on my
Site/Culture Research
essay so far, and how
it has/will affect my
grade in the class.

I would like to improve my
attendance to class. I
I would like to pass
want to be in class before the class with a grade
its starts.
of a B.
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Graphic Representation of Student Responses to Whether or Not They Have Achieved Each
Outcome by Mid-Semester

Rhetorical Performance: You have enacted
rhetoric by consciously constructing
persuasive texts.

achieved

developing

Reflection Interaction: You have shared
your work with your instructor, peers,
and/or the university community and
accounted for the impact of such
interaction on composition.

achieved

developing

Research Processes: You have practiced
different research methods, which
includes analyzing and using sources and
developing primary research.

achieved

developing
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Style Conventions: You have developed
awareness of conventions of academic
research processes, including
documentation systems and their
purposes.

achieved

developing

Multi-Modal Design: You have composed
using digital technologies, gaining
awareness of the possibilities and
constraints of electronic environments.

achieved

developing
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Introduction
Through the entire span of my educational career, I have taken a lot of English courses that
taught me how to structure a sentence or paragraph, grammar, punctuation, everything else I
needed to know in order to write a good essay. At the end of all of those courses, no class stood out
in teaching me one topic in particular, they all seemed to just blend together. The one course that
did stand out was English 121. All of my previous classes taught me how to write papers in order to
get a good grade, but that was it. Ultimately, an essay analyzing the works of the popular rapper
Juicy J will not benefit anyone. The only thing about that paper I remember is a grade. That is the
key difference with this course. It gives meaning to writing. My entire life I've been learning how to
write an essay, but this course really taught me why to write. This class showed me how to pick a
topic that I am really passionate about. By doing this, writing becomes more than just a grade, it
becomes a chance to learn about a topic you have been unfamiliar with, and it forces you to find
problems in them, and aspire to fix them.
During this course, I have had three major assignments, one visual argument, one letter, and
one research essay about the Eastern Orthodox Church. Starting with the visual argument, I chose
to create a PowerPoint about the tracking system used in public schools. Because I was not gifted
as an artist of any kind, a PowerPoint was a very strong way to convey my point, which is just to
inform the world about what tracking is and what the problems with it are. This project is particularly
important because the first step to changing anything is to simply inform people about the issues at
hand. The second step is to actually do something about it, which is where my letter comes in. The
second major assignment I completed this year was a letter to the US Department of Education,
also about tracking. Through this letter, I explain in detail about the specific problems with tracking
and include data to back it up. In addition, I also include a proposal for US public schools in order to
generate interest, so I can hopefully inspire change. Moving past the letter and visual argument, the
third piece of writing I crafted for this course is a research essay about the Eastern Orthodox
Church. Through this essay, I analyze the aspects of the church that make it unique, as well as
explain my personal interpretation of the members of the church.
I did not see the purpose of revising work that has already been graded until completing the
revisions. Most people including myself, look at the grade they received, and throw the paper away.
I assumed that the grade is the best reflection of the quality of a paper, and I can honestly say I did
not deserve the grades I received. While looking over my projects from this semester, I noticed a lot
of flaws in my writing. As I reread my letter, I saw that it was entirely rushed, lacked support from
reliable sources, and a lot more. This final portfolio is great because it gives you a second chance
at a disappointing grade. In addition, it is very interesting because I was able to see the first two
assignments and the last two assignments, and see how much I improved as a writer in just 3
months.

XVI
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